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ABSTRACT

IOT-EDGE-SERVER BASED EMBEDDED SYSTEM

FOR WIDE-RANGE HABITATS

Archit Gajjar

University of Houston-Clear Lake, 2019

Thesis Chair: Xiaokun Yang, PhD

This thesis presents a hardware architecture, IoT-Edge-Server, of a diverse em-

bedded system combining the applications of a smart city, smart building, or smart

agricultural farm. First of all, we improve computation time by integrating the idea of

edge computing on Raspberry Pi, CPU, and Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA)

which processes different algorithms. Second, the hardware processors are connected

to a server which can manipulate the entire system and also possess storage capacity

to save the systems important data and log files. More specifically, the hardware

computes data from 1) a non-standardized Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) Mesh Sys-

tem, and 2) a Security Monitoring System. The BLE Mesh System has one master

and three slave devices while the Security Monitoring System has a Passive Infrared
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Sensor (PIR) and a webcam to detect motion. Experimental results prove that us-

ing the phenomena of edge computing also known as fog computing demonstrates an

improvement in computation speed and data privacy.

Although the results from the Raspberry Pi and general purpose CPU show drastic

improvement, our expectations were more than that from the systems. To enhance it

even further, we also propose third computing device which is a hardware accelerator.

We present a synthesis of the well-known Viola-Jones face detection algorithm on

Xilinx software and platform - Vivado and FPGA as Nexys 4 Artix-7 device, due to

hardware accelerators’ fast computation ability [35] [36]. Compared with the prior

work on the Altera platform proposed in [22], our work reduces the slice count by 1018.

Additionally, the power consumption of the implementation is 714 mW, including 15%

as the static cost and 85% as the dynamic power dissipation. Furthermore, the design

details of the components of the structure, such as the generation of an integral image,

multiple pipelined classifiers, as well as the parallel processing, are discussed in this

work, in order to provide a potential improvement for the future work. This thesis

not only provides a successful synthesis of a face detection system on a hardware

accelerator but also ignites intriguing ideas in terms of improvement aspects, such as

approximating the design for finding an optimal energy-quality tradeoff corresponding

to different applications as our future work.

Our vision is thus to create a smart building system as a case study, capable of

sensing our surrounding environment, and more important, directing different types

of sensor data to the optimal place, in terms of computing devices, for analysis and

making decisions autonomous at the proximity of the network edge to improve data

privacy, latency, and bandwidth usage.
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CHAPTER I:

INTRODUCTION

Background & Related Work

In recent years, cloud computing’s certain limitations or capabilities has led us

to the new so-called paradigm, edge computing or also known as fog computing,

sometimes [4] [5] [6] [12]. There are so many Internet of Things(IoT) devices out

there, increasing in tremendous amount, in an ungovernable manner because of their

prosperous usage. According to the research work of Cisco, there will be an estimated

50 billion IoT devices producing around 600 ZB data by the 2020 [46]. It is tedious

work to upload such gigantic data to cloud servers, and process and retrieve back

by systems when requested. This is where edge computing comes into the picture.

In edge computing, you do not need to send the whole data packet on the cloud

server, instead, data can be computed at the edge where it is being produced which is

better in terms of efficiency and performance. For better understanding, a comparison

between an edge computing and a traditional cloud computing systems in shown in

Table 1.1.

In the last decade, the applications of embedded systems have boosted in the field

of IoT. Typically, IoT systems have multiple sensors including computation devices

scattered over an enormous area [54]. While the advent of the IoT solved many

hitches, several inevitable problems were invited as well [3] [11]. The amalgamation

of IoT and cloud requests facilitated the formation of edge computing; In which com-

puting befalls at the network edge where there is no limitation of devices in terms

of hardware type [14] [16]. In other words, the computing hardware device can be

anything such as Raspberry Pi [7] [8], Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA),
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Figure 1.1: Cisco’s Prediction About IoT Devices [46]

System-on-Chip (SoC), Application-Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC), general pur-

pose Central Processing Unit (CPU) or server [53].

Cloud Computing Parameters Edge Computing
Centralized Architecture Distributed

Far from the source Data Processing Adjacent to the source
High Latency Low
High Jittering Low
Low Data Privacy High

Global Accessibility Local
Limited Mobility Feasible

Few No. of Nodes Extremely High
Global Data Exploitation Risk Remains in Edge Network

Over the Internet Communication with Devices Local through Edge Node

Table 1.1: Cloud Computing vs. Edge Computing

With such a system, connectivity becomes primary issues [39] [57]. As far as com-

munication is concerned, we have decided to use the IoT Mesh solution to establish

an IoT network [39]. Although the IoT Mesh technology is yet to standardize, we

have foreseen its abilities to be far better than ever imagined or experienced in terms
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of power efficiency, connectivity, and confidentiality. We also anticipate that the IoT

Mesh would not be the only way of communication in future rather a fusion of IoT

Mesh with advanced standards such as Wi-Fi and Zigbee protocols to provide a better

quality of communication [2].

Under the described idea, there are many research groups working on the edge /

fog computing in the hunt for further exploration and improvement. The edge com-

puting is, currently, one of the hot topics and with the trend of machine learning,

scholars are combining two ideas in order to achieve desired goals which are mentioned

above [16] [40]. In the field of edge computing, the major focus of the research work

is on the software side which includes performance improvement, algorithm optimiza-

tion, and increased efficiency with better task scheduling [17] [18] [19] [20] [37] [41] [42].

Comparatively, there is much less flow where scholars are working on the FPGA, dig-

ital circuit, embedded systems, and hardware architecture [15] [38] [41].

On that front, this literature proposes a promising architecture on IoT-Edge-

Server based embedded systems with BLE Mesh system, surveillance system, a couple

of processors and server. In a generic manner, we have two systems a) Bluetooth Low

Energy (BLE) Mesh System and b) Surveillance System; These systems are fetching

data, at one instance, to Intel i7-7700HQ CPU and to Raspberry Pi on the other

instance. The entire system has, virtually, three layers 1) disposed systems, 2) edge

computing network and 3) cloud computing network [43].

Due to the benefits of face/object detection/recognition [23] [24] [34], it plays an

important role in our daily life. Although with such surveillance, privacy is compro-

mised, the benefits overrule the denials of the system [55] [56]. On a second note, the

application-specific computation on FPGA is usually higher efficiency than that on

software like general purpose MCU or embedded systems, due to the hardware paral-

lelism and specific design. Such a scenario has already been proved by Microsoft for
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their search engine Bing [25] [26]. Briefly, they offloaded some complex computation

on pure hardware platforms by reconfiguring traditional servers with multiple grids of

FPGAs. In the end, the latency was reduced with a throughput of almost ×2.25 [25].

The edge computing is boon to the IoT, but it also brings veil challenges which

inspired us to propose a pioneering architecture. Nexys 4 FPGA is adopted in our

work to implement the famous Viola-Jones face detection algorithm [27] [45], in order

to find an optimal trade-off between quality and speed-energy constraints. The main

contributions of this work are:

• To provide a robust architecture of IoT-Edge-Server embedded systems which

can be implemented on extensively scattered environments such as agricultural

farms, smart cities, or commercial / industrial buildings.

Depending upon the application-specific task, we provide a system with an

architecture which has two conceivable methods of computation 1) Traditional

Cloud Computing and 2) Edge Computing.

•• An implementation of two of the innumerable face recognition algorithms on

Raspberry Pi and Intel i7-7700HQ CPU. There are few publications where they

have performed a similar task on the comparably likewise hardware setting, but

there is no mention of computation time or accuracy [9] [10] [13]. While our

work not only delivers computation time and accuracy but also provides those

data with an assortment of multiple face recognition algorithms, cameras, and

computation devices as well.

• Improved Data Privacy - Edge computing enables computation at the edge

nodes which requires personal data to be on the edge nodes rather than storing

them on a cloud. In other words, data remains at the network edge which

restricts data being hacked by anyone from the server.
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• Improved Computation Speed - Performing any type of computation at any

edge node prevents extreme back-and-forth of data to the cloud server and

also improves the computation speed by reducing the latency. We provide

benchmarks for computation time of cloud computing and edge computing for

the same task to prove our hypothesis.

• We create a website (www.open-ic.org) to control the system using cloud com-

puting. The website is also a platform for educational projects.

• We design communication commands for BLE Mesh fabricated boards which

are reserved for only theses boards.

• We offer an implementation of the Viola-Jones algorithm with Very High Speed

Integrated Circuit Hardware Description Language (VHDL) on Nexys 4 Artix-7

FPGA using Vivado v2017.4. This work is derived from the existing proto-

type which is a fully functional demo of face detection using Altera DE2-115

FPGA [22].

• To provide an alternative version of a synthesis of face detection demo with the

implementation on Xilinx by using Vivado and Nexys 4 FPGA. Except for the

data path of the Viola-Jones algorithm, we created memory blocks including

RAMs and ROMs, 44-bit signed comparator, clock module, etc. Experimental

results show that the slice count of our work on Xilinx is reduced by 1018

compared with the prior work on Altera in [22].

• The preliminary results, a demonstration of OV7670 camera-VGA monitor dis-

playing, have been presented in our previous work [44]. In this study, not only

do we synthesize the Viola-Jones design with VHDL, but we also evaluate the

FPGA performance in terms of slice count and power consumption by using the

estimation methodology in [28].
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• The details of the implementation have been discussed in this work, in order

to offer a potential of optimizations as our future work like [29] [47] [30]. The

improvement of approximate designs on this platform will be coming soon: by

providing the high-performance architectures [48] [49] [50] [51] and inaccurate

designs on the computation components such as [21] [31], it is able to find an

optimal energy-quality trade-off corresponding to different applications [32].

Structure Of The Dissertation

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. The Chapter 2 presents

a proposed architecture and how it is different from traditional cloud computing

systems. The Chapter 3 presents an implementation of the BLE Mesh systems with

specific commands to communicate within sensors. The Chapter 4 provides working

of the surveillance system with a brief introduction of face recognition. The Chapter 5

shows the architecture of the face detection system and explains each hardware part in

detail. The Chapter 6 presents the implementation of a server on CPU and working.

The Chapter 7 provides the experimental results collected from the working system

and puts light on the improvement with preliminary results of a synthesis of the Viola-

Jones face detection algorithm. Finally, in Chapter 8, we conclude this dissertation

and discuss possible research directions in future work.
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CHAPTER II:

PROPOSED WORK

Overview

In this section, we propose our unique architecture as shown in Fig. 2.1, we also

provide various computation options. The computation options can be decided based

on the requirements in terms of computation time and responsiveness.

Figure 2.1: Three Channel Computation Options
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Figure 2.2: Proposed Architecture

Proposed Architecture

The Fig. 2.2 displays the proposed architecture of the IoT-Edge-Server based Em-

bedded System. More specifically, the architecture consists mainly of three, virtual,

layers 1) Disposed systems, 2) Edge computing network, and 3) Cloud computing.

Disposed Systems

In the Fig. 2.2, the disposed systems are labeled which are BLE Mesh network

and security monitoring system. Generally, disposed systems are multiple integrated
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systems to the edge computing network depending upon the applications and require-

ments. As mentioned earlier, for our proposed architecture and mainly to test our

hypothesis we implemented BLE Mesh Network and Surveillance System.

The BLE Mesh network was a creation of four semi-customized boards using the

APlix CSR 1020 modules which are suitable for low-power and restricted-complexity

IoT applications. In this typical system, there is one master host connected to three

slave boards; Each board possesses components to perform a designated task 1)

Temperature & Humidity Sensor, 2) Light-Emitting Diode (LED), and 3) Motor.

On the other side, the surveillance system manifests a PIR sensor associated with

a camera to detect and recognize face(s) in the milieu.

Edge Network

As shown in Fig. 2.2, the green-colored area consists of all the computation de-

vices for the architecture. Such devices are connected to the disposed systems and

cloud server which apparently creates an edge computing network. For time being, we

neglect the orange-colored area to visualize a simple embedded system without any

cloud server. For our system, we propose three types of edge nodes which includes

FPGA, CPU, and Raspberry Pi. These devices will provide assistance in the improve-

ment of latency for the task and sieving data which needs to be stored on the server

eventually. The filtration of data includes removal of repetitive data, duplicated logs

or any junk data.

Cloud Network

The entire orange-colored system, as displayed in the Fig. 2.2, is envisioned as a

cloud computing network where all the data from the disposed systems can be trans-

ferred to the server for the computation to take further steps. When the computation

is completed, the decision or data is sent back to the disposed systems. We would

9



like to emphasize that the orange-colored portion in Fig. 2.2 is a traditional cloud

computing architecture where all the computing and data would be sent to cloud for

any kind of processing. For the proposed research work, the server specifications are

as follows: Intel(R) Core (TM) i3-7350K @ 4.20 GHz with 8 Gigabyte (GB) Random

Access Memory (RAM).

Summary

This chapter presents a novel architecture which consists of mainly three, virtual,

sub-systems. In other words, we offer a scalable architecture with three computing

devices which perform the same task with different computation time based on the

requirements.
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CHAPTER III:

BLE MESH SYSTEM

Overview

The BLE Mesh system will sense the environment around placed sensors. The

system consists of three devices and one host/server. The communication protocol is

BLE to communicate between them. There are other possible protocols like Wi-Fi,

ZigBee, etc. but the reason behind using BLE is that, it is the latest non-standardized

version of Bluetooth, which enables research opportunities for researchers. Also, it

works on low power, cost-effective and has more range compared to Bluetooth V4.2.

Implementation

In this section, we provide information about the working of the BLE Mesh system

in terms of - 1) Sensor Network, 2) Physical Boards, 3) Communication Commands,

and 4) Analysis & Feedback Algorithm.

1. Sensor Network

As mentioned before, the BLE Mesh system has, currently, four self-designed

boards accomplishing varied tasks creating the complete system on the foun-

dation of the BLE low energy protocol. As shown in Fig. 3.3, using the mesh-

topology method and abundant sensors, we can establish a large-scale environ-

ment. The Fig. 3.3, visually elucidates the arrangement of all the sensors in

the giant setting. Moreover, the maximum distance between two boards to be

able to communicate is around 57 feet. As shown in the Fig. 3.3, BLE Mesh

host/server is only able to communicate with an actuator which are in the same

group 2. Furthermore, the actuator works as a relay for group 1 and 2, in that

manner BLE Mesh host/server is able to communicate with LED and tempera-

11



ture/humidity sensor boards. With the use of a relay in between two boards, the

maximum-communication distance increases to 77 feet. Thus, a large network

with numerous sensors can be deployed for wide-range habitats.

2. Physical Boards

The BLE Mesh boards were a production of four fabricated boards using the

APlix CSR1020 modules as mentioned in the Chapter 2. They consume low

power and more suitable for less-complexity based applications. There is one

main host connected with three other boards; Each board incorporates a specific

task - temperature and humidity sensor, LED, and motor.

The Fig. 3.1 presents all the manufactured using the APlix CSR1010 modules.

Figure 3.1: BLE Mesh Boards v.1
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The Fig. 3.2 displays updated version, using the APlix CSR1020 modules, of

the all boards which are more stable and efficient compared to the previous

version.

Figure 3.2: BLE Mesh Boards v.2

3. Communication Commands

Above mentioned boards communicate on specific commands with each other.

Due to the self-designed boards, they are not, commercially, available in the

market and also interact with each other on the private set of commands which

are reserved for these typical boards only. Fig. 3.4 is a generic hexadecimal com-

mand which includes required data types with their pre-defined size, content,

and description for better understanding.

Fig. 3.5 presents a particular hexadecimal command to turn on/off the LED.

Fig. 3.6 demonstrates a particular hexadecimal command to control the LED

and the output is mixed-color of Red, Green, and Blue colors.

13



Figure 3.3: Mesh Topology

Fig. 3.7 is mainly used to check the network connection between the host and

other devices. Note that, Device numbers 02, 03, and 04 allows to check network

connection with LED, a thermal sensor, and motor, respectively.

Fig. 3.8 displays the command to control motor in which direction has two

input values: 00 or 01 for clockwise and anti-clockwise rotation, respectively.

The strength represents the speed of the motor which has a total of six input

values: 00 stops the motor and 01 to 05 changes the speed of the motor from

low to high.

14



Figure 3.4: Data Packet

Figure 3.5: LED ON / OFF

Fig. 3.9 provides ability to control the sensor. Here, 00 stops data receiving from

the sensor and 01 activates data receiving which provides current temperature

and humidity.

The command is shown in the Fig. 3.10, transmits current humidity and temper-

ature value data to host which have 16 bits resolution for each, Most Significant

Bit (MSB) to Least Significant Bit (LSB). The sensor data is 10 times of the

real humidity. On the other side, the MSB is the sign bit for temperature

where 1 and 0 represent negative and positive temperature, respectively. The

other 15 bits are the value of temperature which is again 10 times of the real

temperature.

An example of Humidity:

Humidity - 0000 FFFF

0000 0010 1001 0010 (Binary) = 0292 (Hex)

0292 (Hex) = 2*256+9*16+2 = 658

Real Humidity = 65.8% RH

15



Figure 3.6: LED Control

Figure 3.7: Mesh Network Check

Temperature - 0000 FFFF

An example for Temperature:

0000 0001 0000 1101 (Binary) = 010D (Hex)

010D (Hex) = 1*256+0*16+13 = 269

Real Temperature = 26.9◦ C

1000 0000 0110 0101 (Binary) = 1065 (Hex)

1065 (Hex) = 0*256+6*16+5 = 101

Real Temperature = -10.1◦ C

4. Analysis & Feedback Algorithm

As shown in Fig. 3.11, we set up the IoT Mesh network to test communication

among host and devices using the CSRmesh protocol. In what follows, we

propose a data analysis algorithm at the network edge in this work.

Fig. 3.12 shows the algorithm part of the system, typically it describes the

workflow of the algorithm.

• Fetched data through sensors

In the proposed system, the initial and primary step would be to gather

all the information before any kind of analysis or process is done. First

16



Figure 3.8: Motor Control

Figure 3.9: Sensor Control

of all, sensors will collect all the data containing information about light,

humidity, temperature readings. The IoT Mesh host module will receive

the data information, which works on the BLE technology.

• Data processing & Analysis

Once data assembling is initiated, the analysis of data will be done. In this

step, a different measurement will be carefully observed such as frequent

data fluctuation, steady data information, garbage values, etc. Based on

information database processing will be conducted. We have also planned

to implement edge computing in this structure of the system. Typically,

data processing is the primary part where all the decisions are being

through which contemplated the application of edge computing. Here,

processes will be introduced to one of the three categories of edge comput-

ing. They are created based on time sensitiveness of data.

1) Most time-sensitive data are a priority and will be executed first by

all means.

2) A bit less sensitive data which can wait a bit and will be commu-

nicated to edge computation part and rest of the process will be handled

over there.

17



Figure 3.10: Sensor Data

Figure 3.11: Test: IoT Mesh Network [1]

3) The last category will be the one where data does not require to

be processed immediately, which can wait for some time, will be sent

to the data server, where it will be stored. In the case, when such data

is required, it will be processed followed by restoring the data to the data

server after completion of the process.

• Autonomous Decision Execution

18



Figure 3.12: Flow Diagram of the Algorithm [1]

In this phase of the system, as the name suggests, data will be executed.

When the temperature sensor detects heat or temperature rising in the

surrounding atmosphere, a cooling system can be activated or a cooling

system’s temperature will be decreased if the system is already turned on.

It will vise-versa too. If light is discovered through a light sensor, LED

will be turned off or in the dark LED will be turned on. All performance

will be completely independent of human interruption.

• Feedback Controller

Feedback controller contains the data after the execution of previous pro-

cesses and will be transferred again to the Data Processing & Analyzation

phase to complete the concurrent and iterative process.

• System Neutralization

System neutralization will be done only when the system no longer requires

any kind of process execution. However, we do not put the whole system

in hibernation, instead, data fetching and processing will always be done.
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Summary

In this section, we show the working of the BLE Mesh system and how effective

the system could be for large-scale environments using the traditional mesh-topology

which also opens research directions for research scholars.
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CHAPTER IV:

SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM

Overview

When such a giant system is deployed on the large environments, security becomes

one of the main concerns [12]. Keeping security, a crucial factor of our system, we

implemented an intelligent control system which can detect motion with a PIR sensor.

Moreover, a detected motion enables the camera which captures an image on that

instance of motion to detect and recognize a human face(s) in that typical image

frame. If an unknown human is detected, the system creates an alert and notifies to

the designated person via email. Upon the recognition of a known person from the

database, there will be no alert generated.

Face recognition has become a very useful and essential part of the humans rou-

tine life. Face recognition simply means to identify, more precisely, verifying the

input which either can be image or video, depending on the system requirements.

To recognize the face, steps are divided into various steps like face detection, feature

extraction, and face recognition. Fig. 4.1 shows the flow of face recognition process.

It is an old concept and has grown in a huge manner. Yet, it still does not provide

fully satisfactory results due to different factors in the recognition process like pose

variation, feature occlusion, facial expressions, imaging conditions. It is still improv-

ing day by day and we have started getting better results because of better cameras
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Figure 4.1: Face Recognition Algorithm Flow

compared to previous ones, improved approach to the problem, advanced algorithms,

etc.

Face Detection

Face detection simply means to locate the face/faces in the given input which

either be images or videos and it involves several challenges [24].

• Pose Variation - The ideal scenario would be one in which only frontal images

are involved. Unlikely, this is not the usual case in the real case.

• Feature Occlusion - The presence of features like spectacles, beards, cap, etc.

can be a hindrance in the process of detecting face(s).

• Facial Expression - Facial features may vary greatly due to different facial ges-

tures.

• Imaging Conditions - Different cameras and ambient conditions can affect the

quality of the image which can eventually, create problems in detecting faces.

Face detection is not an easy task and there are not globally accepted grouping

criteria. There are different detection methods while keeping in the mind about the

various scenarios mentioned below.
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• Controlled Environment - It is most straightforward case. Photographs are

taken under the controlled light, background, facial pose and angle, etc.

• Color Images - Typically, skin color is used to find faces. But the drawback

would be if light conditions are weak, this does not work quite well [33].

• Images in Motion - Real-time videos give the chance to use motion detection to

localize faces. Nowadays, most commercial systems must locate faces in videos.

There continuing challenge is to achieve the best detecting results with the best

performance.

Face Extraction

A human can recognize faces since we are 5 years old [58]. It seems to be an auto-

mated and dedicated process in our brains [58], though it is a much-debated issue [59].

However, it is much clear that we can recognize the people we know regardless of any

facial occlusions. We can recognize a person even if he has grown beard. We can even

recognize the persons very old photograph. Such tasks are trivial for us but they

characterize a heck of challenges to computers. Feature extraction involves multiple

steps, dimensional reduction, feature extraction, and feature selection.

Face Recognition

This is a part where face recognition is done based on the database which is created

in the feature extraction part. After locating faces from face detection step, it is

important to save some vital face features which will be useful in the face recognition

process since they are useful to identify the faces.

There are plentiful algorithms available to recognize the face but for the sake of

simplicity we chose two of them to test on our system 1) the Low Binary Pattern

Histogram (LBPH) and 2) the Deep Metric Learning (DML).
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• Low Binary Pattern Histogram

The LBPH is one of the algorithms open-sourced in the Open-CV library [60].

Post-implementation, we noticed that LBPH provides lesser accuracy compared

to the Deep Metric Learning algorithm but at the same time it also has lower

computation time for the equal set-up. We implemented LBPH on Raspberry Pi

3 and Intel Intel(R) Core (TM) i7-7700HQ CPU @ 2.80GHz with 16 Gigabyte

(GB) Random Access Memory (RAM). We also need to create and train the

data-set in order to recognize the face(s) using the algorithm. Training of the

data-set is performed every time changes occur in the data-set otherwise we do

not need to train and directly run the algorithm to recognize face(s).

Figure 4.2: LBPH Based Face Recognition [43]

Fig. 4.2 is a screenshot of recognizing person (Archit). Due to the lower compu-

tation time, it was feasible to contrivance LBPH on the Raspberry Pi. For the

LBPH, the lighting of the surrounding, distance of human from a camera, and

many other perilous situations may affect the accuracy of recognizing a person

from the given image frame.
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• Deep Metric Learning

The Deep Metric Learning (DML) is a face recognition algorithm from the dlib

C++ library which is an open-source collection of machine learning applications

and algorithms [61]. The DML delivers surprisingly higher accuracy but at the

same time drains out the computation power of a processor. The requirement

of this algorithm is so high that we were not able to implement such algorithm

on the Raspberry Pi. The execution was successfully achieved on the Intel(R)

Core (TM) i7-7700HQ CPU @ 2.80 GHz with 16 Gigabyte (GB) Random Access

Memory (RAM).

Figure 4.3: Deep Metric Learning Based Face Recognition [43]

Fig. 4.3 is a screenshot Deep Metric Learning based face recognition system on

CPU identifying a human (Archit). There is no need to train data-set in Deep

Metric Learning like LBPH.

Furthermore, on top of the face recognition systems, we have implemented an

alert system which notifies the designated person if the recognized face(s) is

not in the data-set. To accomplish such task, we instigated a script using
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Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) which will send an alert in the email

to the authorities to initiate safekeeping regarded action. The benefit of such

notification is that the nominated person can choose to take contemplating

safety-action without physically being in the range of the system if needed.

Figure 4.4: Email Notification [43]

Fig. 4.4 is a screenshot of a security alert from the system. Importantly, the

provided screenshot is merely an example of alerting an authority. The actual

system would only notify when the human face is detected and not recognized

from the trained data-set(LBPH) or database(DML).

Summary

In this section, we present an overview of the face recognition process with low

latency & lesser accuracy and high latency & higher accuracy by, a couple of face

recognition algorithms, the LBPH and DML, respectively. Additionally, we also pro-
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vide the alert system using SMTP protocol which is merely an example of notifying

the user which could be more extended with iOS or android applications.
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CHAPTER V:

FACE DETECTION ON FPGA

Overview

In this section, the design architecture on FPGA is introduced, and the details of

the implementation are further explained as well.

Hardware Architecture

Before moving onto the design, let us explain about the architecture which would

make the understanding of design much easier. As shown in Fig. 5.1, the design can

be separated into three main components.

First, the OV7670 camera module consists of controller and capture units which

are configured by the top module [44]. Second, where the Viola-Jones face detection

algorithm is implemented. The output generated by the algorithm would be sent

through the last but not the least part of the system, VGA interface, and monitor.

Figure 5.1: Integral Image Example [45]
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Implementation & Design Flow

As per Fig. 5.1, the input image/video is being captured by OV7670 camera

module which is a 12-bit RGB, 4-bit for each color [52]. Data captured by the camera

is in 320 × 240 pixel resolution by default. Here, the camera is manipulated by the

top module which contains different capture modes as required and capture button

trigger to take a snapshot of the image. Later, that image is stored in the image

buffer.

The stored data in the image buffer is used to generate an integral image which

speeds up the processing time and efficiently produces the sum of the values, rather

pixels in this case, in a rectangular subset. Note that, before producing integral image,

input, a 12-bits RGB colored image is converted into an 8-bits grayscale image. Not

only the integral image but integral image square is also generated in the followed

up step. Each integral image possesses dual buffers containing data read through

memory. Word size for integral image is 21-bits (16× word size) where else integral

image square is 29-bits (16× word size). Addressed chunks enable routing of any data

set (16× word size) to mux which is followed by a buffer.

Fig. 5.2 is an example of how integral image is calculated. First, we have 4 × 4

matrix, in our case which is a 12-bit colored image. That input/image is downgraded

by 2 converting it into 2 × 2 matrix, for our case 8-bit colored image, eventually,

converted into 8-bit grayscale image. Later, 2 × 2 is converted into integral image

using generic formula provided in Fig. 5.2, along with an example. Once, an integral

image is found, using those pixel values one can find any pixel values in 2× 2 matrix

using just 4 values of the integral image.

The method was introduced by Viola-Jones face detection algorithm [34]. To find

an integral image, you need to take sum of all pixel values that are on the left and top
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Figure 5.2: Hardware Architecture [45]

side. Considering the example from an image, to find a value for 2, you need to sum

9+5+4+2 which gives 20. Seeing, integral image, while using formula D = (S+P)

(Q+R), one would be able to find pixel value at the same place from the original

image. This saves a lot of processing cost and decreases the computation time of the

system.

There is a submodule in the main algorithm which is subwindow_top. There are

16 sub windows processing in parallel on the data chunks provided from the addresses.

Now, these 16 sub windows described as sw[0], sw[1], sw[2] up to sw[15] classifiers

make a decision whether the provided image contains any face/faces. In more detail,

theses classifiers create weak classifiers first. Weak classifiers would only be considered
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as strong classifiers once they pass a weak threshold. Furthermore, strong classifiers

are compared with a strong threshold value. If the value for the strong classifier is

greater than the strong threshold value, the system consider that the image has face in

it. More details about the threshold are explicitly mentioned in the Viola-Jones face

detection algorithm [23]. Once we get the positive values from the strong classifiers or

in other words those strong classifiers which are beyond the strong threshold values,

faceBox will be fetched those data and draw rectangles around all the detected faces.

This image is displayed on the monitor since data was fetched to image buffer from

faceBox via VGA interface. The exhibited output is 12-bits RGB colored image with

rectangles around the detected faces.

We employ Mentor Graphic ModelSim 10.4d as the simulator in our study. After

simulation, we can obtain the waveforms (VCD) with switching activities of signals,

IOs, and logics. And after the synthesis, the gate-level netlists (NCD) is able to be

collected. These files are needed to analyze the power consumption using XPower

Analyzer (XPA). Finally, Xilinx Vivado is used as the synthesis tool with the target

device Nexys 4 Artix-7 FPGA [27].

Summary

In this section, we present overview of face recognition with applications by a

couple of face recognition algorithms.
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CHAPTER VI:

SERVER-SIDE EXECUTION

Overview

In this section, the literature demonstrates cloud-server set-up implementation for

traditional cloud computing systems shown in Fig. 2.2 with the orange-colored circle.

Implementation

As shown in the Fig. 2.2, we set traditional cloud computing architecture to mea-

sure the computation time for each task such as recognition time for both LBPH

and DML algorithms as well as BLE Mesh network commands. We create a server

using Node.js, a JavaScript run-time environment to execute JavaScript, scripting on

an Intel(R) Core (TM) i3-7350K @ 4.20 GHz with 8 Gigabyte (GB) Random Access

Memory (RAM). In Fig. 6.1, steps to create a server on a processor are shown includ-

ing all the project environments which must be followed by ‘nodemon app’ command

where the ‘app’ is our project name.

As represented in Fig. 6.2, whenever web-request is triggered by task or user,

an appropriate Node.js script runs to request data on the cloud from the disposed

systems. In a follow up after that processed request, data is transmitted towards

cloud from the disposed systems. Depending upon the requirements, the cloud server

executes a task or performs computation and sends back data to the disposed systems,

if needed. For this particular thesis work, the cloud server will be performing all the

task or computation in a python scripting environment. Also, for any continuous
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Figure 6.1: Creating Server on Processor

task, such a process could have back-and-forth data transmission from cloud to a

disposed system or vice-versa.

To control the whole system, we create a simple web-page to perform all the tasks

using Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) and Node.js. A screenshot from demo

web-page is shown in the Fig. 6.3.

Fig. 6.4 is a screenshot from the web-page after a task is executed on the BLE

Mesh system and it also shows the time of execution for a task on cloud computing.

Fig. 6.5 displays a screenshot of web-page when the database is stored on the

cloud for LBPH algorithm based face recognition. The database stores 300 images

each for every person.

As mentioned before, every-time we change the database, the algorithm is required

to train the new database and for the status-update screenshot is shown in the Fig. 6.6.

Finally, after receiving the database and training them, the algorithm would be

able to recognize the face(s) from the image/video frame. One of the successful
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Figure 6.2: Cloud Server Request Flow

recognition images, we provide a screenshot with total computation time as well in

the Fig. 6.7

In the Fig. 6.8, we share a screenshot of the face recognition system using DML

algorithm including the total computation time.

Summary

In section, implementation of cloud server using Node.js scripts is shown including

the screenshots taken from the working system. The images from the face recognition
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Figure 6.3: Demo Webpage

processes also denotes, with the reference from printed computation time, higher

computation speed.
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Figure 6.4: BLE Mesh System - Task Execution

Figure 6.5: Capture Data-set for LBPH

Figure 6.6: Trained Data-set
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Figure 6.7: Face Recognition using LBPH

Figure 6.8: Face Recognition using DML
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CHAPTER VII:

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Overview

In this section, we display results from the conducted experiments on the system to

bolster our hypothesis. We share the BLE Mesh system distance improvement with a

node between them functioning as a relay. We provide accuracy results for the LBPH

and DML algorithms on various computing devices including their performance results

in terms of computation time. Additionally, this section also includes preliminary

results from the synthesis of the face detection algorithm on FPGA which consists of

resource costs on the FPGA and power consumption.

BLE Mesh System Distance and Computation Time

Table 7.1 represents the maximum distance between two Mesh network boards

which is 57 feet. Interestingly, any board would not be able to communicate with

other boards if the distance is greater than 57 feet, but it can be, definitely, increased

up to 77 feet using other boards as a relay between those boards.

Maximum Distance No. of Node(s)
57 feet 0
77 feet 1

Table 7.1: Distance Results For Mesh Network [43]

Table 7.2 represents computation time for a specific task on a couple of compu-

tation devices as well as a cloud server. While execution time on the Raspberry Pi

and CPU for a specific same task is quite negligible, the execution time cloud server

is terribly high even for such a low-data-rate task execution.
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Device Task Execution Time(s)
Raspberry Pi ≥ 0.07

CPU ≥ 0.06
Cloud Server ≥ 0.2

Table 7.2: Task Execution on BLE Mesh System [43]

Surveillance System Computation Time

Table 7.3 displays time taken, in seconds, by different devices along with both the

recognizing methods for the edge computing as well as execution for cloud computing.

The computation time utterly relies on the hardware and it is processing speed.

Furthermore, the time taken by the cloud server is fairly high compared to any edge

computation devices.

Device Recognition Time(s) Method
Raspberry Pi 0.41 - 0.45 LBPH

CPU 0.035 - 0.037 LBPH
CPU 0.391 - 0.398 DML

Cloud Server ≥ 6 LBPH
Cloud Server ≥ 9 DML

Table 7.3: Face Recognition Performance For Edge/Cloud Computing [43]

Surveillance System Accuracy

Table 7.4 is the accuracy of recognizing the face(s) on the different system with the

same environment setting. The LBPH provides extremely lower accuracy compared

to the DML method which consists potential raise to a certain percentage by training

more data-sets and also replacing with better camera quality. Although there is a
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plausible way to increase accuracy, we exceedingly doubt about LBPH’s capability to

imitate the accuracy of DML.

Devices Recognition Accuracy(%) Webcam Method
Raspberry Pi 50 - 60 % Logitech C270 LBPH

CPU 50 - 60 % Logitech C270 LBPH
CPU 60 - 70 % 720p HD Laptop LBPH
CPU 99.38 % 720p HD Laptop DML

Cloud-Server 50 - 60 % Logitech C270 LBPH
Cloud-Server 99.38 % Logitech C270 DML

Table 7.4: Face Recognition Accuracy [43]

FPGA Resource Cost

Using Vivado 2017.4 and the constraint file with the Nexys 4 Artix-7 FPGA board,

we synthesize the code. In our design, we use 32,309 Look Up Tables (LUTs) which is

50.96% of the LUTs available on the FPGA board. Compared to the implementation

in [22] where the number is 33,327, our proposed work reduces the number of LUT

by 1018. In addition, the D flip-flop cost in our work is 38130, which is 30.07% of the

total resource provided. Moreover, we use 1 Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) out of 6 which

is similar to the other design, and 35 DSPs employed as some complex computation

components like variances and floating-point multiplications.

Since Nexys 4 Artix-7 FPGA does not have ADV7123 Digital to Analog Converter

(DAC), used IO pins are quite less, which are 41 compared to [22] where their

total number of pins is 56. Such change does not make a bigger difference in terms

of quality of results which was reduced to 12-bit VGA output instead 24-bit VGA

output, however, the reduced number of IOs is able to lower the switching activities

of signals and logics, resulting in lower power consumption on FPGA development.
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Resource Utilization Available Utilization (%)
LUT 32309 63400 50.96

LUTRAM 644 19000 3.39
FF 38130 126800 30.07

BRAM 94 135 69.63
DSP 35 240 14.58
IO 41 210 19.52

MMCM 1 6 16.67

Table 7.5: Summary of Resource Utilization [45]

Fig. 7.1 depicts the resource cost as a percentage of the entire resource on the

board, in such a way clear results are able to be described. The figure is generated

by Vivado.

Figure 7.1: Resource Utilization Graph [45]

FPGA Power Consumption

Fig. 7.2 demonstrates the abbreviated and graphical breakdown of power estima-

tion report generated by the power analyzer. Generally, the total power is dissipated
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in terms of static power and dynamic power. It can be observed that the static power

cost is 15% and the majority proportion of the total power is dissipated by the dy-

namic power. For our design, static power consumption is 104 mW and dynamic

power cost is 610 mW with total power consumption of 714 mW. Since the power

cost has not been estimated in [22], it is not able to compare the power dissipation

with the prior work between the two different platforms.

Figure 7.2: Power Estimation [45]

The dynamic power is mainly affected by the toggle rates of clocks, signals, logics,

and IOs, etc. More specifically, the switching activities of signals, logics, and BRAMs

cost 22%, 23%, and 24% of the dynamic power dissipation, respectively. And the

remaining power consumption is mainly come from the mixed-mode clock manager

module (MMCM) and the clock input, totally 30% of the dynamic power cost. Due

to the small number of IO and DSP utilization, the power cost is very low (around

1%) compared to the aforementioned FPGA components.
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Summary

The experimental results dispense a shred of concrete evidence to our proposed

architecture. The BLE Mesh system plausibly, can be scattered on the wide-range

habitats using nodes between two mesh boards. The results also show that for dif-

ferent computation requirements various computing devices can be implanted as the

disposed systems. With a better camera, lighting surrounding, and hardware face

recognition accuracy has a potential improvement.
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CHAPTER VIII:

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this chapter, we summarize our contributions presented in this dissertation.

We then discuss the possible directions for our future research work.

Conclusions

The proposed architecture including the prototype results presents favorable fall-

out as far as wide-range habitats are concerned with plausibility to deploy long-range

BLE Mesh system, scalable surveillance system, and an email alert system. A large-

scale BLE Mesh system can be established using mesh-topology. A scalable surveil-

lance system means using a different combination of face recognition algorithms,

camera quality, and hardwares computation speed, one can use such a set-up depend-

ing on the requirements. With implementation of the proposed architecture, there

are many application-specific large-scale sites can be benefited such as commercial

buildings, agricultural farms, industrial factories, etc.

Future Work

The proposed architecture has many future research directions. The manufactured

boards can be replaced with ASIC chips with research funding. As demonstrated in

the proposed hardware architecture figure, all these computations can be done at

logic level using FPGAs which can be, eventually, replaced with ASIC chips, too. An

alert system upgrades are also possible where mobile applications could be created

rather than web-page based control method. Since the proposed work has a lot of

potential research opportunities in the emerging field of artificial intelligence, it is

likely to create big impact to the design of such application-specific integrated circuit
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for offering low-latency and inexpensive computations.
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